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This paper is a study of the matrix organization
of 2 multinational corporations in order to obtain
some understanding of the matrix management in Hong
Kong.
It was revealed in the study that the organization
structures of the 2 companies were quite similar and
could be described as a permanent matrix form, though
they were not implemented formally in practice.
It was also found that both local and expatriate
managers could adapt to the matrix environment without
much difficulties. Most reported pathologies in a
matrix structure did not appear to be serious problems
in the 2 companies studied.
Possible future development of the matrix in
these companies was also briefly discussed.
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Rapid advances in technology and the ever changing
competitive environment of the marketplace are turning
more and more managers away from traditional business
structures to an organizational approach that provides
quicker and more flexible responses to customer needs.
Traditional hierachial organizations work fine for
businesses with limited or well defined product lines.
Bu industries that place a high premium on inventive-
ness, deal with hybrid technologies, and require quick
expansion or development of product lines often find
the strict functional structure of organizational
structure of organization too confinding.
For these reasons, many organizations are
utilizing matrix organizational structures to
replace or supplement their basic formats.
Managements who adopted matrix structures perhaps
did so rather uneasily, as a lesser evil, and kept
quiet about it. Most of the management theorists at
first ignored it or else mentioned it in passing as
2a logical third alternative to functional and product-
based organization and something of a curiosity. Most
managers were unenthusiastic about it (most managers
still are). In spite of this the use of matrix
management began to spread in the late 1960s and
early 1970s. From a restricted beginning in the
aerospace industry, matrix applications have proliferated
and now flourish in multinational corporations,
financial institutions, hospitals and health-care
agencies, and governmental and educational institutions.
Although it seems to be a most effective device for
developing new activities and for coordinating complex
multiple interdependencies, matrix structure has its
share of problems. Many of the problems a matrix
organization falls prey to occur because of the nature
of the matrix design itself. Peter Drucker1 considers
the matrix fiendishly difficult". In order to reap the
benefits of matrix, managers need to know how to prevent
and treat its problems.
1Drucker, Peter F. Management: Tasks, Responsibilities,
Practices. New York: Harper Row, 1973.
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Matrix Management in Hong Kong
Only until recently has matrix been introduced to
Hong Kong, mainly through multinational corporations
operating in Hong Kong.
While expatriates holding senior positions in
these corporations are very well experienced in the
organizational culture and structure of the company,
most local staff involved in the matrix do not have
previous experience in matrix. Since a matrix demands
new behaviour, attitudes, skills and knowledge, how well
do these local staff adapt to this new form of
management structure in the cultural pattern of Hong
Kong will be critical for the success of matrix design
in Hong Kong. The writer, being one of the employees
involved in such an environment, is keen to understand
the problems facing these young managers, the feelings
of the senior managers who have survived in the
system and the approaches these companies have adopted
in order to implement the matrix smoothly in the Hong
Kong operation. However, until now very little has been
known or studied in this area in Hong Kong.
Objectives of Study
Through case studies of 2 multinational corporations
using matrix in Hong Kong, the writer wishes to attain
the following objectives:-
41) Obtain some understanding of the implementation
of matrix organization by multinational companies
in Hong Kong.
2) Understand the approaches these companies have
adopted to implement matrix organization in their
Hong Kong operations.
3) Describe the reactions/problems of various affected
managers in the matrix organization.
4) Discuss alternate approaches to resolve some of
the problems.
5) Obtain clues for future organizational trends in
Hong Kong.
6) Provide information for future researchers in this
area.
Significance
It is intended that this report will serve as a
reference on organization design for large corporations
in Hong Kong especially those which are implementing,
or are considering matrix management in Hong Kong.
Because of limitation of time and resources, the
scale of this study is small. However, it is hoped that
the information obtained will be useful for researchers





The test of a first-rate intelligence is the.
ability to hold two opposed ideas in mind at the same
time and still retain the ability to function.
F. Scott Fitzgerald
In this chapter, the writer will summarize the
main issues on matrix organization as contained in
most literatures to give an academic background to
the subject.
What Is A Matrix?
The original source of the word was suggested
by Marschak's2 use of the term in Haire's (1959)
compendium on organizational analysis, entitled:
A Matrix of Actions, Observations, and Internal
Communications. Rudiments of the model also came
from Birn's3 (1957) Linear Responsibility Charting
which catalogued varied role relationships in an
organization.
2Marschak, Jacob. Modern Organization Theory. in
Haire (ed) New York: John Wiley & Sons, 1959.
3Birn, Serge A. Linear Responsibility Charting,
in Heyel (ed) The Encyclopedia of Management. New
York: Reinhold publishing, 1963.
6The identifying feature of a matrix organization
is that some managers report to two bosses rather
than to the traditional single boss there is a dual
rather than a single chain of command. Based on the
feature of a matrix that most clearly distingushes
it from conventional organizations, Davis Lawrence4
defined matrix as
Any organization that employs a multiple command
system that includes not only a multiple command
structure but also related support mechanisms and
an associated organizational culture and behaviour
pattern.
The Matrix Organization--Who Needs It?
Since matrix is fiendishly difficult, most experts
recommend that a matrix structure be used only when
necessary. Davis and Lawrence5identified three conditions
that must be met before one should consider using a
matrix structure:
1) when it is absolutely essential that they be
highly responsive to two sectors simultaneously,
such as markets and technology
4Davis, Stanley M.'& Lawrence, Paul R. Matrix.
Reading, Mass.: Addison-Wesley, 1977, p.3.
5Davis, Stanley M. & Lawrence, Paul R. Matrix.
Reading, Mass.: Addison-Wesley, 1977, Chap. 2.
72) when they face uncertainties that generate
very high information processing requirements
and
3) when they must deal with strong constraints
on financial and/or human resources.
.According to Davis and Lawrence, only when all
these three conditions are strongly evident is the
matrix form desirable, for only then are its benefits
likely to outweigh its costs and the difficulty involved
in creating and operating a matrix organization.Matrix
structures can help provide with flexibility and
balanced decision making, but at the price of complexity.
Matrix organization is more than a matrix structure.
It must be reinforced by matrix systems such as dual
control and evaluation systems, by leaders who operate
comfortably with lateral decision making, and by a
culture that can negotiate open conflict and a
balance of power.
mhP Rnnts of the matrix Oraanization 6
The cultural ambience of the matrix organization
is unique in many respects. But it should not be strange
to us since our first organization, the family, has key
features of the matrix design. In the traditional
6Cleland, David I. King, William R. Project
Management Handbook. New York: Van Nostrand Reinhold
Co., 1983, Ch. 35.
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family unit, the child is responsible, to and has
authority exercised over him by, two superiors (parentE
A perceptive child soon learns that he must work out
major decisions and such matters with both his bosses.
Part of the rationalization for the principle of
unity of command may well be traced back to the BiblE
No man can serve two masters: for either he will hate
the one, and love the other, or else he will hold to
the one, and despise the other (Matthew 6:24). Indeed,
many times managers and professionals have asked,How
can I work for two bosses?
Yet Matthew also provides us with the basis for
doing so:Render therefore unto Caesar the things
which are Caesar's and unto God the things that are
God'.s (Matthew 22:21).
In the light of both pragmatic and cultural
experience there is as much a basis for the matrix
design with its multidimensional sharing of authority,
responsibility, accountability, and results, as there
is for the hierachial style of management.
9The Matrix Structure
In most matrix organizations there are dual
command responsibilities assigned to functional
departments (marketing, production, engineering, and
so forth) and to product or market departments. The
former are oriented to specialized in-house resources
while the latter focus on outputs. Other matrices
are split between area-based departments and either
products or functions.
Every matrix contains three unique and critical
roles7 the top manager who heads-up and balances the
dual chains of command, the matrix bosses (functional,
product, or area) who share subordinates, and the
managers who report to two different matrix bosses
Each of these roles has its special requirements.
Fig. 2.1 shows an example of a matrix design.
Here we see a diamond-shaped organization rather than
the conventional pyramid.
7Davis, Stanley M. Lawrence, Paul R.: Matrix,


















FIG. 2.1 AN EXAMPLE OF A MATRIX DESIGN
It has to be pointed out that even in a fully
developed matrix organization, only a relatively
small proportion of the total number of people in
the organization will be directly in the matrix.
Whereas a middle-level manager may have two bosses,
those beneath that manager are likely to have only
one boss. In an organization with 50,000 employees
only 500-1,500 may be in the matrix and in one with
500 people, only 50 may be in the matrix. To keep in
perspective the proportion of people that will be
affected directly, it may be helpful to envision
the diamond of*the matrix perched on top of the
traditional design of the pyramid. Drawn to scale,
proportionate to the numbers of people involved in
the matrix, the total organization chart might look
like. this 8
Two Kinds of Matrix Structures
Two kinds of matrix structures can be distinguished?
a permanent form, where the interdependencies,remain
more-or-less stable and so, as a result, do the units
and the people in them and a shifting form, geared to
project work, where the interdependencies the market
units, and the people in them shift around frequently.
An example of permanent matrix structure can be
found in the administration of some cities, where the
functional citywide departments of park, police, health,
and so on, coordinate with the administrators of specific
wards, and the two are jointly responsible for insuring
8 Davis, Stanley M.& Lawrence, Paul R. Matrix.
Reading, Mass.: Addison-Wesley, 1977, p. 24.
9
JMintzberg, Henry. Structure in Fives: Designing
Effective Organizations. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.:
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1983, p.87-89.
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the quality of services to the city population. Some
international companies have also moved toward this type
of structure, typically putting the managers of geographical
regions face to face with the managers of worldwide product
lines.
The shifting matrix structure is used for project
work, where the outputs change frequently, as in aerospace
firms, research laboratories, and consulting think tanks.
In these cases, the organization operates as a set of
project teams (in effect, temporary market-based units)
that draw their members from the functional departments,
which serve various house-keeping purposes.
Advantages of the Matrix Form
The following are the major advantages of matrix: 10,11
1. It permits an organization to function better
in an uncertain and changing environment. Matrix
forces consideration of all relevant factors and
can lead to agreement on the best immediate and/
or longer-range action. Multiple expertise is
brought to bear on a problem to solve it in a
10New Directions in-Multinational Corporate
Organization Business International Corporation,
New York, Feb., 1981.
11 Cleland, David I. King, William R. Systems
Analysis and Project Management. New York: McGraw Hill
Int'l Book Co., 1983, p. 364-365.
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manner that enhances the whole business. Resources
can be allocated more rationally and with greater
effect. Tactical planning is carried out close to
production and sales locations. Competition
encouraged between the matrix managers can, if
kept under control, spark innovation and achieve-
ment.
2. It increases the potential for control and co-
ordination. Matrix permits better overall control
over product, geographic and functional issues.
It also allows for a reasonable mix of centraliza-
tion and decentralization and helps companies
overcome the common tendency to alternate between
the two extremes. More than any other format,
the multiple reporting relationships and flexiblity
of matrix encourage communication. Managers are
accorded .a high degree of autonomy and are
expected to assume much responsibilty for goal
definition and achievement. Matrix also
guarantees that each manager has access to any
individual in any operation that might be useful.
It gives more individuals the chance to develop3.
from technical or functional specialists to
generalists than is the case with traditional
pyramid structures.
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Problems of Matrix Organizations
The problems of matrix have been discussed in a
lot of literatures, however, the writer finds
that Kenneth Knight12 has most concisely summarised
the major problems in the following 4 areas:-
1. Balance Problems--Striking the correct balance
between the authority, influence and objectives
represented by the axes of the matrix is a
fundamental problem.
2. The Problem of Conflict--Matrix organization
tries to deal with a more complex set of require-
ments by superimposing a second set of
responsibilities. To the structural conflict
between departments it adds two further types
of conflict, that among projects, products or
other horizontal groupings, and that between
the horizontal and vertical components.
3. Individual Problems--Conflict and ambiguity in
individual roles and reporting relationships
are major sources of dissatisfaction and stress
in matrix organizations, and can be under-rated
by those whose tolerance of ambiguity is high.
12Knight, Kenneth: Matrix Management, Gower Press,
England, 1977, Ch. 11.
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4. Administrative problems and costs related to a
larger volume of communications, to the need
for additional support systems and managerial
roles, and, in some cases, to the defensive




METHODOLOGY AND SCOPE OF STUDY
The Basic Plan
Due to limited time and resources, only 2 multi-
national corporations will be included in this study.
The research is of a qualitative nature. Techniques
employed will be personal interviews with managers
involved in various key roles in the matrix based on
structured questionaires.
The research procedures can be outlined in the











FIGURE 3.1 OUTLINE OF RESEARCH PROCEDURES
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Organization Structures
Information regarding the cultural background and
organizational structures of the 2 companies surveyed
will be collected through discussions with the staff
involved in corporate planning, personnel and
administrative functions. Data will also be obtained
through the study of organization charts, review of
relevant literatures including annual reports, company
publications and articles.
Managers in each of the 3 key roles of the matrix
in the 2 companies studied will be identified.
Questionaires
3 different sets of questionaires (see Appendices 1-3)
will be designed. The use of a particular questionaire
will be dependent on the role of the interviewee in
the company.
Questions discussed will cover the following
issues:-
1. Problems perceived by these managers
2. Reactions to this form of organizational
structure
3. Adjusting to 2 bosses
4. The company's approaches in managing matrix in
this particular cultural pattern
5. Effectiveness of the structure in the company
6. Areas for improvement
18
7. Alternate approaches for resolving some of the
problems*
8. Clues for future development
Sample Selection
because or limitea.time and resources, the
researcher has selected a modest sample of 10 managers
from each company studied.
Each sample consists of 2-boss managers, matrix
bosses and the top manager (if available). In order to
have a more representative sample, interviewees are
chosen from various different departments/functions.
Officers involved in personnel, administration and
corporate planning are particularly included in the
study.
Field Interviews
All the interviews were carried out by the-writer
himself. As the interviews might touch upon sensitive
areas, the writer did not use tape recorder during the
interviews. Atmosphere was friendly and casual.
In all cases, the researcher stated very clearly,
at the beginning of the interviews, the purpose of the
research and the fact that the research was purely for
academic study to minimize the suspicions of the
interviewees. During the interviewing process, the
writer used the questionaires prepared as a structural
guide to ensure that all major issues were covered.
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The interviewees were allowed to answer the questions
orally and were-encouraged to speak freely on the
topic being discussed with minimum interruption to
facilitate information gathering. Opinions and comments
on the relevant issues were immediately jotted down and
detailed notes were prepared after each interview. On
the average, each interview lasted for about 1 hour.
As requested by the 2 companies concerned, company
names, names of interviewees and their positions would
be kept anonymous in the final report. On 3 occasions,
the researcher promised to provide a copy of the final
research.report to the interviewees.
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CHAPTER IV
ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTUREF THE COMPANIES STUDIED)
In this chapter, the writer will briefly describe
the background and organizational structures of the 2
companies studied, designated as Company A and Company
B.
Company A
This is a very large multinational corporation
registered in U.S.A. The company has been well known
for its technological successes in chemistry-related
products and has been the leader in this field for many
years. As the company grows, it has diversified into
many different businesses. It is currently involved in
the manufacturing and marketing of over 1,800 different
products sold all over the world. Because of the
complexity of the organization, the company has adopted
product departmentalization with a few major product
divisions which have substantial autonomy.
When the Hong Kong office was established many
years ago, it was only a very small liaison office. With
the development of business in Asia Pacific, the
company has recently expanded its local office into an
Asia Pacific regional office. Its main fuctions are to
monitor and develop the company's businesses in the
Asia Pacific and also act as an important co-ordinator
21
among the various subsidiaries and joint-ventures in
the region.
The basic organization structure can be described
as an informally defined 2-dimensional matrix: product/






Manager in Area XI
FIG. 4.1 BASIC STRUCTURE OF COMPANY A
The operation in Hong Kong is currently employing
about 100 people. Except a few expatriate transferees,
most of the staff in Hong Kong are employed locally.
While the expatriate managers are very well experienced
and have survived in the particular organizational
culture and structure for many years, most local
employees are comparatively new with no previous
exposure to-the matrix structure.
According to the nature of their jobs in the company,
the writer has been able to identify.11 matrix bosses
and 36 2-boss managers/specialists. The President in
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Hong Kong may sometimes be acting as a top manager in
the matrix. However, in most cases, he will be a matrix
boss himself reporting to the top management in U.S.A.
The complex role relationships, together with the
constantly shifting of people in the organization to
cope with the changing needs and demands, make it
extremely difficult, if not totally impossible, to
draw an up-to-date organization chart for the company.
As mentioned by one of the interviewees, his matrix
actually changes when he is involved-in a different
task. A few typical reporting relationships are


























FIG. 4.4 TILTED MATRIX
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Company B
Company B is a European Colossus which has dominated
the consumer electronics market for many years. The
group has marketing and manufacturing facilities all
over the world.
The company has started its operation in Hong Kong
about 20 years ago and is currently employing over
2,000 people in Hong Kong.
The operation in Hong Kong is divided into 4 major
groups:-
1) Group Services- Finance and Accounts
Personnel
Press and Public Relations, etc.
2) Marketing Divisions- Marketing activities in
Hong Kong.
3) Regional Activities- Technical support, purchasing
and sourcing, project
management, etc. for Asia
Pacific Region.
4) Industrial-Activities- Manufacturing Activities
in Hong Kong.
In these 4 groups there are 19 division general
managers who report to the Chief Executive in Hong Kong
and the respective product groups in the overseas head
office. All these division managers are 2-boss managers.







FIG. 4.5 BASIC STRUCTURE OF COMPANY B
According to the nature of their work, some of these
division general managers can be identified as matrix
bosses and some of their sub-.ordinates are in the roles
of 2-boss managers. The relationship is similar to a
tilted matrix as described in Fig. 4.4. Multi-boss
managers similar::to those in Company A also exist in
this organization.
For the purpose of this study, the writer has
considered 5 of them as matrix bosses and 25 managers
as 2-boss managers. No top manager in the matrix can be
identified in the Hong Kong office.
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CHAPTER V
FINDINGS OF FIELD INTERVIEWS
Matrix Problems
1) Balance Problems-The writer is a bit surprised to
find that in most cases, the matrix bosses actually
do not have equal influence on a decision. Most
managers feel responsible to one of their bosses
for most of their work, either because of the
location of the bosses, or because of the functional
nature of the work. Although all their bosses will
have inputs to their appraisal, they consider the
other boss more or less a consultative boss.
This seemingly unbalance of power, however, do
not appear to create any problems within the
organizations. The matrix bosses have learned to
respect one another and have developed trust and
high levels of collaboration through many years'
co-operation.
Problems of Conflict-Occassionally, conflicting2)
demands from matrix bosses do occur. The typical
approach taken by most 2-boss managers is to bring
the 2 bosses together and resolve the conflicts.
Sometimes, the 2-boss manager is in favour of the
the decision of one of his bosses, he would then
work together with this boss to convince the other.
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In most cases, the matrix bosses are located in
different offices, the means of communications
will be conference calls, telex, fascimile, etc.
One interviewee indicated that she occassionally
would do it in the way she saw fit to avoid delays
As long as she could give good reasons for her
decisions, she never had much problems with her
conflicting bosses.
In many cases, it is found that one of the
bosses will have more influence in the decision.
If it is a functional issue, normally the functionE
boss will make a decision while the matrix boss
will step aside and vice versa.
Delays in decisions are sometimes a problem
especially in businesses where quick response is
imperative in the business environment. Delays
may also be caused when the people involved are
frequent travellers.
The definition of authority and responsibility
varies from case to case. Comments of interviewees
are different and sometimes even contradictory.
However, those who consider authority and
responsibility not well defined agree that this
situation provides flexibility in the organization
and should be advantageous for those who are more
aggressive.
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3) Individual Problems-Most managers feel that they
have a major boss. There is not a single case
where an interviewee feels bossless.
Frustrations and stress do not seem to be a
serious problem, at least not attributable to the
matrix structure.
Nearly all new comers indicated that they felt
confusing in the first year. However, they could
get adjusted to the system in about 6-12 months
without much difficulties. Most of them felt
comfortable about it after the first year.
The constant shifting of people occur in
Company A but less serious in Company B. The
employees involved do not feel insecure, instead,
they feel that it is a waste of company's resources
if a person is transferred from one product
responsibility/region to another within 3 years
since he will be most productive after 2 years in
a position.
Matrix managers have developed trust and high
levels of collaboration after these years of
experience. Frustration is definitely not a problem.
While personality and adaptiveness of a person
is important for his adjustment in a matrix
organization, all interviewees feel that special
programmes for new employees are not necessary as
they should be able to learn on the job. Further-
29
more, it is difficulty to design and implement
any effective programme that will suit most people.
as each individual's situation will be different.
Both of the 2 personnel managers interviewed
consider personality and adaptability of an
applicant an important criterion for the selection
of new employees though they have never used any
formal psychological tests in the selection
procedure. Some interviewees have expressed
skepticism towards the appropriateness of these
foreign-designed tests for Hong Kong employees.
4) Administrative Problems-As the matrix structure
undoubtedly. requires more information to go to
more people, most interviewees agree that there
is an increase in administrative costs as well as
increase in the time spent in meetings. Some even
feel that there is duplication of effort in the
organization.
The Companies' Approaches
The 2 companies studied do not formally define
the matrix structure in the organization though there
is definitely a multiple perspective in their managerial
behaviour.
There is no special programme to educate the new
local employees in adjusting to the matrix organization.
However, both companies have assigned very experienced
managers to the key positions to nurture the organizational
30
openness critical for the implementation of matrix
management.
In some cases, role relationship and job description
are not very well defined to create organizational
flexibility. These situations seem to be more common
in Company A.
Effectiveness of Structure
Most interviewees consider the structure livable
and remarked that undoubtedly matrix had its problems
and drawbacks, however, there was some organizational
imperative towards a matrix form in multinational
firms. The need for matrix probably offsets its
disadvantages.
Advantages perceived include:
1. Quick response to market/technological changes.
2. Flexibility.
3. Challenging for aggressive managers.
4. Sharing of resources.
5. Provide good training opportunities for general
management skills.
6. Improve productivity especially at middle-
management levels.
7. Increase innovation in organization.
Some recommendations for improvement:
1. Reduce the layers of communications.
2. Delegate authority and responsibility to lower
levels.
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3. Make-use of modern management information
facilities to improve communications.
4. More decentralization to minimize communication
between head office and branch offices.
Clues for Future Trend
It is anticipated that matrix structure will still
be adopted by multinational firms in the future.
Modications will be expected to cope with the changing
environment.
Almost all interviewees believe that matrix will
not be very common in local organizations as the need
for this form of organization is not very strong.
However, matrix in a small scale, will be expected,




COMPARISON BETWEEN COMPANY A AND COMPANY B
General Company Characteristics
Similarities:-
1) Both companies are very complex, diverse organizations,
with many products and markets.
2) Company policies favour continuity, product quality,
maintenance of employment levels and research
purity.
3) Major changes take place gradually.
4) There is a democratic approach to decision-making,
with a strong emphasis on discussion and consultation.
Differences:-
.1) There are difinitely differences in the organizational
cultures of the 2 companies. In Company A, the
active commitment to a safe workplace set standards
of personal conduct and management responsibility
that became an inseperable part of the way the
company conducts its business.
2) Company A is well known for its technological
successes in chemistry-related products while
Company B, being one of the world's greatest
electronic groups, has been the dominant force




1) Both are well established multinational companies
with long organizational histories.
2) The study reveals that both companies are using
permanent form of matrix rather than the project-
geared shifting form.
3) Both companies do not formally define the matrix
structure though a multiple perspective in their
managerial behaviour is obvious.
4) The basic organization structure in the Hong Kong
operations can be described as a 2-dimentional
matrix: product/functional and geographical.
5) Most matrix managers are expatriate transferees
while 2-boss managers are mostly locally employed.
Differences:-
1) Reporting relationships are comparatively simpler
in Company B where responsibility and authority
also seem to be more well defined.
2) There is less frequent shifting of people within
the organization in Company B.
3) In Company A, many functional bosses are based in





1) Much time is spent in meetings and other forms
of communication, and in building personal
relationships.
2) The distinction between the matrix elements'
respective responsibilities (e.g. between product
division and national unit regarding marketing
policy formulation) is blurred.
3) Joint responsibility leads to operational in-
efficiencies.
4) As operations: become complex, the business's
reaction speed is slowed.
Differences:-
1) In Company B, there are cases that certain
individuals on the product side feel that their
counterparts on the national side do not make sales
decisions fast enough. As a result, the company
sometimes must resort to large-scale, expensive
advertising. This problem is not considered very
serious in Company A.
Reaction of Local Staff to Matrix
The following reactions are common in both local
offices of the 2 companies surveyed:-
1) There are no bossless situations.
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2) Most 2-boss managers feel that they have a major
boss rather than 2 equal bosses.
3) Personal frustrations due to matrix structures are
not serious.
4) All local managers can adapt to the matrix environ-
ment without much difficulties within 12 months.
5) Problems of conflict are not serious.
6) Special programs or training to help local staff
in adjusting to the matrix structure are not
considered necessary.
7) As a whole, the local staff considered the matrix





If we give employees nothing else to create, we
cannot complain if they create trouble.
David Willings
Adoption of the Matrix
Matrix structures were adopted by the 2 companies
studied to provide a more equal emphasis on the
organizational dimensions of product, region and
function.-This gave the companies added flexibility
by permitting a changeable emphasis on location or
circumstance. Matrix improved the firms' ability to
deal with international complexity and ambiguity and
also fostered team management. It helped achieve a
better quality decision in cases where there were
conflicting interests. Middle-level managers learned
to make decisions from a general management perspective
earlier in their careers.
More specifically, the following benefits resulted
from the adoption of the-matrix structure:
1) Management development was enhanced since overseas
managers had an early opportunity to become generalists.
Over the years, the international division has
graduated many top corporate executives.
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2) Clear-cut profit responsibilities were established
for all product groups, rather than just for the
overall legal reporting unit.
3) Sourcing for export markets was facilitated, and
conflicting nationalistic attitudes of country
managers were neutralized.
4) Worldwide negotiations became a reality. A single
responsible international division executive could
interface with contractual partners, competitors
or acquisitions.
5) Corporate strategic planning.for investment by line
of business was easily adopted and monitored.
6) Divestment candidates may be identified, and
resulting action plans are easier to implement.




The writer will describe the organizational
structure of the 2 companies studied as informally
defined permanent matrices. Basically, they are
using 2-dimensional structures:the product organization
was interwoven with the geographic structure.
Through this research, the writer has found that
a lot of organizational features in the 2 companies
studied seem to correspond with those described by
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Davis and Lawrence. The writer therefore suspects that
these 2 firms may be in their transitional stage from
Phase IV to Phase V of the matrix life cycle-from
duality back to unity. This will be discussed in
Chapter VIII of this report.
Steps Taken in the Implementation of Matrix
The following steps have been taken by the 2
companies studied to ensure the effective implementation
of the matrix structure:-
1) To influence the power struggle in-the firm's best
interests, top management helps set goals and
monitors their outcomes, determines how decisions
are made and sees that the distribution of power
remains roughly equal.
2) As matrix life demands unique skills and willingness
to work in the particular environment it creates,
managers should have greater maturity and experience
than average. The firm has thus developed a well-
organized and accurate human resources planning
system and a strong management development program.
This is particularly obvious in Company A.
3) Expatriates are placed in key positions in the
local offices to ensure that the strong company
cultures, which are essential for the success of
the matrix structure, are reinforced.
4) To address the need for homogeneity in mature
matrix organizations, meetings are used for the
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purpose of integration, to overlap the formal
structure.
5) The management has created an atmosphere of
flexibility, openness and excitement in helping
the company to implement matrix successfully.
Reactions of Local Managers
All local managers feel that the matrix is livable
and is useful for multinational operations. It is also
pointed out that most problems in the matrix are due
to people rather than the system itself. Appropriate
organizational openness and adaptiveness of people are
critical for the successful implementation of the
matrix structure.
It is anticipated that matrix will still be adopted
by multi-national companies in the near future.
However, the need for matrix structure for local
corporations may not be great.
From the study, it may be concluded that the
implementation of matrix management in the local
operations of the 2 multinational firms studied is
quite successful. In view of the high adaptiveness
of Hong Kong managers, it is not surprising to find
that adjusting to 2 bosses does not create any serious
problems in the local offices.
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Reservations and Limitations
1) Because of the limited scale of the study, the
writer definitely has a lot of reservations on
the generalization of the resluts.
2) Because of the sensitive nature of the study,
some interviewees have shown reservations when
responding to some of the questions. The writer
feels that some of them are reluctant to have any
in-depth discussions on some of the issues
especially those which are related.to the problems
within the organization. Therefore, the writer





Businessmen will have to learn to build and
manage innovative organizations.
Peter Drucker
It is expected that organizations in the future
will be operating in a turbulent environment that
requires continual change and adjustment. There will
be no definite answer to the question whether matrix
is the organization of the future. According to Davis
and Lawrence, the matrix has a life cycle, with definite
phases.13 While most organizations will stabilize at
Phase IV, a mature matrix that balanced the two
organizing dimensions equally, for others there is
or will be a Phase V. If the passage from Phase I to
PhaselV is from unity of command to duality of command,
then the passage to Phase V is from duality back to
unity. At this stage, the basic organizing dimensions
are still considered equally important, but now some
are more equal than others. Occassionally this may
13Davis, Stanley M. Lawrence, Paul R. Matrix.
Reading, Mass.: Addison-Wesley, 1977, Ch.9.
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mean a return to the initial pyramid and ranking.
However, at this stage, the organization has found
how to derive the benefits of simultaneously
organizing and managing paradoxical needs, without
resorting to dual or matrix structures. It seems
that after years of working with a matrix, some
organizations find that they no longer need the
paradoxical architecture of the matrix structure in
order to accomplish their goals. Rather, they go to
the simpler pyramid for their structural form, while
at the same time they maintain the dual or multiple
perspective in their managerial behaviour, in their
information processing, and in their culture of their
firms. Therefore, at Phase V, a firm will maintain
matrix behaviour, matrix systems, and a matrix style
or culture, but without using the matrix's structural
form.
Through this research, the writer has found that
a lot of structural features in the 2 companies studied
seem to correspond with those described by Davis and
Lawrence. The writer therefore. suspects that these 2
firms may be in their transitional stage from Phase
IV to Phase V of the matrix life cycle.
This trend also corresponds very well with Thomas
J. Peters and Robert H. Waterman Jr.'s findings in
their search of excellent companies in America that:
Virtually none of the excellent companies spoke of
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itself as having formal.matrix structures, except for
the project management companies like Boeing.14
Peters and Waterman suggest that simplicity in
basic structural arrangement actually facilitates
organizational flexibility. According to their
research, The excellent companies also appear to be
reorganizing all the time. They are but most of the
reorganization takes place around the edges. The
fundamental form rarely changes that much.
Keeping in mind the reference value of this report
for organization design, the writer will include in
this report, the model for selection of organization
structure, developed by Sashkin and Morris: 15 a
decision tree adapted from Duncan (1979) as illustrated
in Figure 8.1.
14 Peters, Thomas J. Waterman, Robert H. Jr. In
Search of Excellence-Lessons from America's Best-Run
Companies. New York: Harper Row, 1982, Ch.ll.
15Sashkin, Marshall Morris, William C. Organizational
Behaviour-Concepts and' Experiences. Reston, Virginia:
Reston Publishing Co., Inc., 1984, p.353.
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FIGURE 8.1 A DECISION TREE FOR SELECTING THE
MOST APPROPRIATE ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE
Lowuncertainty information needsnot
great, information demandsnot extremeStatic-
a simplefunctionalstructureis likely to
bebest.
Simple: is the environmentstatic or dynamic?
Moderateto high uncertainty a moderate
amountof information is neededandit
mustbe processedrapidly a functionalDynamic
structurewith extensivelateral relations
is needed.
Lowto moderateuncertainty informationIs the environmentsimple,
needslow to moderate,informationeasy to understandand processingdemandsminor decentralizeddeal with, or is it complex, Static (product)structureis likely to bebest, ascontaininga variety of




High uncertainty information needsare
great andprocessingdemandsare intense
DynamicYes extensivedecentralizationis neededa
matrix structure maybe the best.
Complex:can the
environmentbe
Lowto moderateuncertainty low tosegmented?
moderateinformation needsand processing




static or dynamic? Very high uncertainty information needs
andprocessingdemandsvery great if a
functionalstructureis usedlateralDynamic
relations mustbe extensivea matrix
structureis likely to bebest.
A form for the future, suggested by Peters and
Waterman16, is illustrated in Figure 8.2.
16Peters, Thomas J. Waterman, Robert H. Jr. In
Search of Excellence-Lessons from America's Best-Run
Companies. New York: Harper Row, 1982, p.313-317.
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FIGURE 8.2 THE THREE PILLARS OF THE








- Systemsfocusing on one
dimension
EntrepreneurshipStability
- Entrepreneurial, small is- Simple, basic underlying
beautiful, unitsform





According to Peters and Waterman, this hybrid
alternative will respond to the 3 prime needs for
organizations in the eighties: a need for efficiency
around the basics a need for regular innovation and
a need to avoid calcification by ensuring at least
modest responsiveness to major threats. According to
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them, these three pillars represent a" theoretical"
response to the issues that led to the matrix organization
in the first place and to the pathologies that emerged
in the matrix structure as it responded to those
conditions. Taken together, they also correspond






QUESTIONAIRE FOR 2-BOSS MANAGERS
1) How long have you been working for the company?
years
2) Do you have any previous exposure to matrix
management before joining this company?
3) What is your understanding of matrix organizational
structure?
4) Please state the number of bosses to whom you report
5) To whom are you responsible for most of your work?
a. line/functional boss
b. product/area boss
c. others, please specify
6) Do you clear the issues with your functional boss













8) How do you resolve these conflicts?
9) Do you feel that there is additional stress in the
matrix environment? If yes,
what are the causes for the stress?
10) How do you evaluate the following problems in your
organization? (5 is most serious, 1 is least
serious)
a. Delays in decisions
5 4 3 2 1
b. Feeling of insecurity because of the constant
shifting of people
5 4 3 2 1
c. Not well-defined authority
5 4 3 2 1
d. Not well-defined responsibility
5 4 3 2 1
e. People's frustrations in adapting to the matrix
organization
5 4 3 2 1
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11) What skills do you feel you need to learn to enable
you to better adapt to the matrix environment?
12) Can you see any other disadvantages of matrix in
your organization besides those mentioned above?
13) Please mention any distinct advantages of matrix in
your organization.
14) Do you feel that adaptiveness and tolerance of
ambiguity in the matrix should be a criterion in
the selection of new emtlovees?
LD) now ao you evaluate the success ulness o matrix




d. Not very successful
e. Failure
16) What recommendations would you make for the future
organizational structure of your company?
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17) What do you think will be the future trend of the
organization structure for large corporations in
Hong Kong?
a. Matrix will be commonplace
b. Matrix.will be modified




2UESTIONAIRE FOR MATRIX BOSSES
1) How long have you been working for the company?
years
2) How long haveyou been involved in a matrix
organization? years
3) What do you think about sharing authority and
control with your peers?
4) What is your feeling when instead of making decisive
action, you have to involve in debates about the
wisdom of what you want to do?
5) How do you evaluate the following problems in your
organization? (5 is most serious, 1 is least serious)
a. Balance of power between matrix bosses
5 4 3 2 1
b. Unnecessary group decision-too many uncessary
meetings, redundant of efforts
5 4 3 2 1
c. Excessive administration overheads and complicated
communication and reporting
5 4 3 2 1
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d. High employee stress because of role conflicts
and role. ambiguity
5 4 3 2 1
e. Feeling of insecurity because of constant
shifting of people
5 4 3 2 1
f. Not well-defined authority
5 4 3 2 1
g. Not well-defined responsibility
5 4 3 2 1
6) What tactics do you use to influence people and
move things along?
7) How do you resolve conflicts with a disagreeing peer?
8) Do you think the adaptiveness to matrix should be
a criterion for the selection of new employees in
your organization?
9) Do you feel there is a need for special orientation
programs for new employees in your organization?
If yes, what kind of programs will you suggest?
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10) Can you see any other disadvantages of matrix in
your organization besides those mentioned above?
11) Please mention any distinct advantages of matrix in
your organization?





d. Not very successful
e. Failure
13) What recommendations will you make for the future
organization structure of your company?
14) What do you think will be the future trend of the
organization structure for large corporations in
Hong Kong?
a. Matrix will be commonplace
b. Matrix will be modified




QUESTIONAIRE FOR THE TOP MANAGER/PERSONNEL MANAGER/
CORPORATE PLANNING OFFICER
1) How long has the Hong Kong operation adopted
matrix organization? years
2) What approaches has the company taken to deal with
the following issues?
a. Balance of power between matrix bosses
b. Minimize unnecessary meetings and group decisions
c. Control administration costs due to larger
volume of communications and additional support
systems
d. Definition of responsibility and authority for
employees
e. Individual employee'6 problems because of conflicts
and ambiguity
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3) What particular problems has the company encountered
in the implementation of matrix in Hong Kong?
4) What significant changes can you see after
implementation of matrix in the company?
5) How do you evaluate the effectiveness of the




d. Not very successful
e. Failure
6) What.recommendations would you make for the future
nranizational structure of your company?
7) What do you think will be the future trend of
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